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I think you should get back to her quickly about her mistakes so that we are not inundated with misguided 

comments.To:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRB, Tom Samoluk/ARRBcc:	From:	Eileen Sullivan/ARRBDate:	02/09/98 

09:58:52 AMSubject: 	Re: ARRB - Work to be completedsee below -- FYITo:	research @ 

queenbee.netcc:	Bndt @ classic.msn.com, 72724.564 @ compuserve.com, debra @ jfklancer.com, mferrell @ 

airmail.net, ROSE @ FREDONIA.edu, TREEFROG @ IX.NETCOM.com, Eileen_Sullivan @ jfk-arrb.gov, rchapman 

@ mem.net (bcc: Eileen Sullivan/ARRB)From:	Bndt @ classic.msn.com @ INTERNET @ INTERLIANT   

Date:	02/08/98 06:21:35 PM GMTSubject:	ARRB - Work to be completedTo all:The amount of paper released 

through the ARRB work over the past few years hasbeen enormous, yet the manner in which the Archives has 

been cataloging andfiling this information makes it more than a full time job to understand wherecomplete 

specific documents reside.For example, if the ARRB has a document of 25 pages in full, but it requires12 

postponements and partial releases, each page released without exclusionswill reside in a different NARA file 

number and location.  Unfortunately, thesame page of the full document could even have been assigned a 

differentAgency File Number - so there are duplicates, as well as additions, thatcannot be cross referenced!  

Add to this the typos, abbreviations and aka's(Ruth Paine can be found under RHP, Mrs. Paine, Ruth Hyde 

Paine, Ruth Hyde,Mrs. Michael Paine, RP - just to name a few!)  Also, I have been told that theNARA Web site 

for the JFK Collection has not been updated for two years.The ARRB's mandate included classification of the 

collection at the NatinalArchives in a manner which would allow public access to the records.  Beforethe ARRB  

disbands, I think it would be helpful for us to know that the NARAcollection will be funded to bring the entire 

collection up to date on lineand contain an adequate system of cross-referencing to more readily 

identifythreads of documents.If you agree, I urge each of you to write to the ARRB on this issue as yourearliest 

opportunity.  E mail address: (EileenSullivan@jfk-arb.gov)ThanksNancy WertzBndt@msn.com 
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